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A new approach
- A dynamic new approach
- Why are we doing this?

A dynamic new approach
What is happening?

- A call to action
- One consistent message
- Flexible implementation

Engaging consumers
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Metal Packaging Europe

A new Metal Recycles Forever mark has
been developed to unify environmental
messaging across rigid metal packaging
throughout Europe.
–– This brand mark has been adopted and
endorsed by Metal Packaging Europe
members as the one definitive recycling
mark for metal packaging.
A strong visual identity communicates to
the consumer the intrinsic environmental
benefits derived from the permanent
properties of metal.
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A new approach
- A dynamic new approach
- Why are we doing this?
- A call to action

Why are we doing this?
Removing confusion and clutter

- One consistent message
- Flexible implementation

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Current environmental messages and
claims are fragmented, have low consumer
engagement and are camouflaged.
The industry and brand owners can now
unite behind an efficient and simple unified
on-pack and off-pack message for metal
packaging (both Steel and Aluminium).
Convenient and easy to display prominently
on metal packs and wider sustainability
communication.
Recycling forever is a powerful new way
of changing attitudes and behaviours.
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A new approach
- A dynamic new approach
- Why are we doing this?
- A call to action
- One consistent message

A call to action
To prompt consumers to positively re-evaluate and re-engage
with recycling

- Flexible implementation

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Seizing the opportunity to communicate
with consumers in a way they will
understand:
–– understand the unique and inherent
benefits of recycling metal packaging
–– to encourage in home and out-of-home
recycling of metal packaging
–– to feel part of the
‘recycling forever loop’.
This visual identity demonstrates to the
consumer that the brand has chosen a
packaging material that is fully able to
participate in the circular economy.
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Source: Ipera consumer attitudes and behaviours study UK, Spain, France. 2014
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A new approach
- A dynamic new approach
- Why are we doing this?
- A call to action

One consistent message
A single meaning defines ‘recycles forever’ consistently

- One consistent message
- Flexible implementation

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

One consistent meaning and message that
works in multiple languages across multiple
formats in multiple jurisdictions.
MATERIAL SPECIFIC MARKS

One identity will enable the industry as a
whole to communicate a consistent and
cohesive message at every touch point.
The Recycles Mark is in compliance with
EU Green Claims
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A new approach
- A dynamic new approach
- Why are we doing this?

Flexible implementation
A brand mark designed with purpose

- A call to action
- One consistent message
- Flexible implementation

Engaging consumers

Both Aluminum
and Steel

Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands

Forever Icon

–– to help consumers see how they can play
a positive and active role in recycling

Environmental
benefit

–– to work on-pack and off-pack

Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

–– 	designed to work across any pack
formats, product applications and brand

–– to help the industry and brands achieve
greater levels of recycling and generate
less waste.
–– approved by the Metal Packaging
Europe
–– not a replacement for mandatory
material symbols
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–– For some applications it may be
appropriate to use a material specific
Mark (indicating Aluminium or Steel)

A new approach
Engaging consumers
- Actual behaviour
- Strong emotional connection

Actual behaviour
Research shows behaviour always falls behind claimed behaviour:
Emotional engagement can close the gap

- Metal Recycles Forever connects
- A single identity
- Consumers want brands to help
- Benefits for companies and brands
- Consumers believe

Chart 1. European Metal packaging recycling rate*

73%

Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story

Chart 2. Which of these statements best describes how much you recycle
food and drink / beverage packaging?**

50%

Metal Packaging Europe

41%

Key:

I recycle everything that
can be recycled

I recycle a lot, but probably not
everything that can be recycled

I recycle sometimes

I never recycle
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Source: * www.metalpackagingeurope.org/recycling-reports
** Madano and Forum for the Future consumer attitudes study. 2014
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A new approach
Engaging consumers
- Actual behaviour
- Strong emotional connection

Strong emotional connection
To boost recycling rates past 73% we need a stronger emotional
connection to change behavior and engage a recycling habit

- Metal Recycles Forever connects
- A single identity
- Consumers want brands to help
- Benefits for companies and brands
- Consumers believe

Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Metal Recycling is not as strong
‘conscious’ habit as paper, glass or plastic
All of which have strong emotional connections

Cans
are used in beverage and food cans...
on “auto-pilot” - pick up, use, discard
 ecycling increased with both ‘Keen Recyclers’
R
and ‘Reluctant Recyclers’
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 ll are open to considering new information presented
A
in an engaging way.
Source: Ipera consumer attitudes and behaviours study UK, Spain, France. 2014
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A new approach
Engaging consumers
- Actual behaviour
- Strong emotional connection

Metal Recycles Forever connects
Unlocking consumers interest and emotional connection in the
‘metal forever loop’

- Metal Recycles Forever connects
- A single identity
- Consumers want brands to help
- Benefits for companies and brands
- Consumers believe

Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Metal Recycles Forever is an emotionally engaging
concept for consumers
Changes attitudes
Generates interest
Opens up positive discussion about recycling
Is active not passive – puts consumers into the
‘recycling forever loop’
Has universal meaning and call to action.
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Source: Ipera consumer attitudes and behaviours study UK, Spain, France. 2014
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A new approach
Engaging consumers
- Actual behaviour

A single identity
Helping consumers by removing confusion and adding clarity

- Strong emotional connection
- Metal Recycles Forever connects
- A single identity
- Consumers want brands to help
- Benefits for companies and brands
- Consumers believe

Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

–– It is irrelevant to consumers what type
of metal is in the packaging for most
markets
–– Consumers view current messaging
as not useful or too abstract - want
to feel part of something and actively
contributing
–– Most consumers do not realise some
packs are steel, some aluminium and
many think one is recyclable but not
the other
–– Consumers prefer a single logo and
message be adopted for all metal
packaging.
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*In some countries material logos may
be a legal requirement
Source: Ipera consumer attitudes and behaviours study UK, Spain, France. 2014
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A new approach
Engaging consumers
- Actual behaviour

Consumers want brands to help
Consumer interest in being ‘part of the loop’ of recycling

- Strong emotional connection
- Metal Recycles Forever connects
- A single identity
- Consumers want brands to help
- Benefits for companies and brands
- Consumers believe

If it has a positive impact on the
brand image as they become
associated with sustainable growth.

It shows that the brands are
thinking about our future too.

Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe
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It gives a good
image to talk
about the
environment

If it’s a purely
ecological venture,
I think it’s really
great that brands are
getting involved

Ecology is something that
younger people care about,
and so it’s a good fit with
young dynamic brands like
Red Bull for example, it adds
positively to their image.

It will be detrimental for a brand
not to have that logo on the can

Source: Ipera consumer attitudes and behaviours study UK, Spain, France. 2014
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A new approach
Engaging consumers
- Actual behaviour
- Strong emotional connection

Benefits for companies and brands
Companies would benefit from an enhanced brand image in
Consumer’s eyes

- Metal Recycles Forever connects
- A single identity
- Consumers want brands to help

For example: To what extent should Drink Companies do more to…

- Benefits for companies and brands
- Consumers believe

Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands

4%
10% 10%

Metals permanent story

4%

8%
14% 14%

Strongly agree

Metal Packaging Europe
28% 28%

4%
8%

4%

Strongly agree

Agree

Agree

Neutral

Neutral

Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

56% 56%

46% 46%

Strongly Disagree

28% 28%

84%
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84% of consumers agreed or
strongly agreed companies
could provide more
information on recycling

74%

74% would feel better about
the drinks / beverage company
if they supported recycling

Source: Madano and Forum for the Future consumer attitudes study. 2014
Metal Packaging Europe © 2014

A new approach
Engaging consumers
- Actual behaviour
- Strong emotional connection

Consumers believe
Brand owners and government have an equal and joint responsibility
around recycling

- Metal Recycles Forever connects
- A single identity

Consumers believe everyone has a role (including themselves)
in the recycle loop.

- Consumers want brands to help
- Benefits for companies and brands
- Consumers believe

Activation across the industry

Government

3.05

Brand Manager

3.27
3.72

Metal Packaging Europe

3.18
3.34

3.57
2.97

1.00

2.00

3.00

Encouraging recycling
Encouraging the use of recycling material

} 3.32

3.43

Myself

} 3.35
} 3.16

2.96

Retailers

4.00
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Source: Madano and Forum for the Future consumer attitudes study. 2014
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Who has the most important role in encouraging the
following (Average rank score - 6 = most, 1 = least)
Using the Planet’s resources responsibility

Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story

} 3.44

3.48
3.45
3.40

5.00

A new approach

Universal support across the industry

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
- Universal support across the industry
- Adopt and socialise the mark
- Aligning recycling campaigns
- Share with our customers and stakeholders
- Deepen our engagement process
- Design proposal decision tree

Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

 Metal Packaging Europe and all affiliated organisations are
supporting this European initiative
A unified approach across all packaging applications and
sectors
No differentiation between different metals
 ligned to the European resource efficiency policy
A
agenda
 pplied across European recycling infrastructure and
A
consumer communication
 o-ordinated approach to take this message to customers
C
and brand owners.
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Source: Madano and Forum for the Future consumer attitudes study. 2014
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A new approach
Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
- Universal support across the industry

Adopt and promote the mark
With an aim to create as many advocates in the industry to be
supportive in the mission to engage customers

- Adopt and socialise the mark

–– Corporate communication

- Aligning recycling campaigns
- Share with our customers and stakeholders

–– CSR communication

- Deepen our engagement process

–– Internal communication

- Design proposal decision tree

Activation across consumer brands

–– Marketing materials

Metals permanent story
Visual Identity

Metal Packaging Europe

Off-pack application
guidelines

...using either the Recycles Mark
or Recycles Signature

These guidelines give an overview of how the
Recycles Forever visual identity must be used for
off-pack applications.

BRAND

Nequatiatet descien
mod modis quam

Nequatiatet descien derit, conet
es mod modisquam sitem et
aborepel in pelignihilia dolupta
nimporumendi suntiur apidem
quam a et et eos.
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Nequatiatet descien derit, conet
es mod modisquam sitem et
aborepel in pelignihilia dolupta
nimporumendi suntiur apidem
quam a et et eos.

BRAND

Nequatiatet descien derit, conet es mod modisquam
sitem et aborepel in pelignihilia dolupta nimporumendi
suntiur apidem quam

Put yourself
Put yourself
in theinloop
the loop

BRAND

Download: www.metalpackagingeurope.org/RecyclesMark
Metal Packaging Europe © 2014

Metal can
Metal
be infinitely
can be infinitely
recycled.
recycled.
Put yourself
Put yourself
in the loop
in the
forever...
loop forever...

A new approach
Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
- Universal support across the industry

Aligning recycling campaigns
Integrate with at-home and out-of-home campaigns for
stronger message retention

- Adopt and socialise the mark
- Aligning recycling campaigns

–– Marketing materials

- Share with our customers and stakeholders
- Deepen our engagement process

–– Recycling centres

- Design proposal decision tree

Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe
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–– In home
–– Office and out of home

A new approach
Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
- Universal support across the industry

Share with our customers and stakeholders
Encourage brand owners and customers support the initiative.
Communicate the benefits of alignment behind the single message

- Adopt and socialise the mark
- Aligning recycling campaigns
- Share with our customers and stakeholders
- Deepen our engagement process
- Design proposal decision tree

Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Carry the Metal Recycles Forever mark on pack
Support the Mark in their sustainability messaging
Give prominence to the Mark on pack (outside of mandatory
labeling)
S upport the initiative within their brand and corporate
communications.
 lign with customers brand and corporate responsibility
A
and sustainability objectives.
Gain increasing support from key influencers and endorsers.
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A new approach

Deepen our engagement process

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
- Universal support across the industry
- Adopt and socialise the mark
- Aligning recycling campaigns
- Share with our customers and stakeholders
- Deepen our engagement process
- Design proposal decision tree

Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Customers and brand owners may not recognise that a material specific
environmental message can add value to their brands or corporate
reputation
We need to enhance and deepen our engagement
process with:
		 - Sustainability and CSR Team
 - Compliance/Quality/Regulatory assurance team
- Brand team
We have the strength of cross industry support to enable
this to happen
Pro activity within the industry
- Support of technical and print departments
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- Sales and Marketing propose design options for customers

A new approach

Design proposal decision tree

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
- Universal support across the industry
- Adopt and socialise the mark
- Aligning recycling campaigns
- Share with our customers and stakeholders
- Deepen our engagement process

Is there an
existing recycling
logo

No

Converter to propose
options to insert Recycles
Mark with appropriate
prominence and size

No

Converter to
propose options to replace
the existing logo with
the Recycles Mark with
appropriate prominence
and size

- Design proposal decision tree

Activation across consumer brands

Yes

Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Is there an
existing logo of
sufficient size and
prominence?

Yes
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Converter to propose
options to replace the existing
logo with the Recycles Mark
with appropriate prominence
and size

A new approach
Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry

A consumer boom
The world is experiencing a dramatic growth in
middle income households

Activation across consumer brands
- Consumer boom

2030

- Future consumption models

Global Population By Income

- A functioning circular economy

- What are we asking customers and brand
owners
- On and off pack brand guidelines

4.9

Billion

- A ‘joined up’ conversation
- Sustainability branding

Middle Class

2012

TOP

Middle Class

1.8

This will create an rapid
growth in consumption

Billion
MIDDLE

Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe
BOTTOM

2012

Total Poplulation:

6,820,730,223
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Source: OECD. 2014
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2030

Total Poplulation:

8,011,521,525

The challenge for society is
to meet this need and avoid
a resource crunch for primary
materials

Future consumption models

A new approach
Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands

Future consumption models based upon a circular economy
enable us to manage our resources better.

- Consumer boom
- Future consumption models
- A functioning circular economy

Old
World
- Sustainability branding
Economy
- What are we asking customers
and brand
- A ‘joined up’ conversation

New
World
Economy

Old
World
Economy

New
World
Economy

owners

- On and off pack brand guidelines
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Recyc
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Se

Metals permanent story

Business models are evolving
to a more joined up approach,
reusing and recycling will become
increasingly valuable.

C onsu m e
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u
o
H

h

old
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Source: Madano and Forum for the Future consumer attitudes study. 2014
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A new approach

A functioning circular economy

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands

Metal packaging is already at the centre of a
strong resource efficient circular economy

- Consumer boom
- Future consumption models
- A functioning circular economy
- A ‘joined up’ conversation
- Sustainability branding
- What are we asking customers and brand
owners
- On and off pack brand guidelines

Decreased
primary
material
demand

Decreased
waste
to landfill

Use &
Consumption

Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Recycled
Material

Recycling Rate
100%
80%

Collection

60%
40%
20%
0%
2000

2015

2030

2045

Reprocessing
Sorting
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Future consumption models
based upon a circular economy
enable us to manage our
resources better.
Metal, being infinitely
recyclable with no loss of
quality is ideally suited to a
high value circular economy.

A new approach
Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry

A ‘joined up’ conversation
The circular economy functions best when consumers, brand owners
and the supply chain work as one to close ‘real recycling loop’

Activation across consumer brands
- Consumer boom
- Future consumption models
- A functioning circular economy

The Mark prompts consumers to
put themselves in the loop.

- A ‘joined up’ conversation
- Sustainability branding
- What are we asking customers and brand
owners

Closing the loop will increasingly
become a key goal of brands,
retailers and the supply chain in
progressing to more sustainable
consumption models.

- On and off pack brand guidelines
Decreased
primary
material
demand

Metals permanent story

Use &
Consumption

Decreased
waste
to landfill

Metal Packaging Europe

Intelligent
product
design

Recycled
Material

REAL
RECYCLING
LOOP
THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Reprocessing
Sorting
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United
Supply
Chain

Collection

Recycling
infrastructure

Potential halo effect for consumer
behavior with all packaging.

A new approach
Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry

Sustainability branding
Consumer engagement and responsible behaviour
high up the agenda for brand owners

Activation across consumer brands
- Consumer boom
- Future consumption models
- A functioning circular economy
- A ‘joined up’ conversation
- Sustainability branding
- What are we asking customers and brand
owners

Consumers and policy makers look to brand owners
and retailers to be more resource efficient and help
consumers to understand the value of recycling

- On and off pack brand guidelines

Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Increasing recycling addresses the weakest link
and will secure better recyclate supplies

Showing a brand’s commitment to recycling
addresses political and public criticism
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Demonstrating leadership and support for a
sector-wide initiative

A new approach

What are we asking customers and brand owners

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
- Consumer boom
- Future consumption models
- A functioning circular economy
- A ‘joined up’ conversation
- Sustainability branding

Understand and support the motivation behind
the initiative

- What are we asking customers and brand
owners
- On and off pack brand guidelines

Metals permanent story

Challenge our thinking and approach

Metal Packaging Europe

Help consumers to understand the value of recycling
and to participate in closing the metal loop

Align behind the single metal message and commit
to support it.
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A new approach

On and off pack brand guidelines

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry

–– Trademark protected

Activation across consumer brands

–– Free to licence and use

- Consumer boom
- Future consumption models

–– Controlled image

- A functioning circular economy
- A ‘joined up’ conversation

–– Application guidelines

- Sustainability branding
- What are we asking customers and brand
owners

Visual Identity
On-pack application
guidelines

- On and off pack brand guidelines

These guidelines give an overview of how the
Recycles Forever visual identity must be used
for on-pack applications.

Metals permanent story
V1-31/01/14

Metal Packaging Europe
Colour

Introduction

When using the colour version of the Forever
Mark, the colours specified here must be used.
Accurate representation of these colours is
crucial to aid recognition of the Forever Mark.

The Metal Recycles Forever visual identity
communicates to the consumer the
intrinsic recycling benefits derived from
the permanent properties of metal.

Recycles Forever Mark - PMS

Recycles Forever Mark - CMYK

If it is not possible to use the coloured version
of the Foerver Mark due to legibility or print
restrictions a black or white out version should
be used.

These guidelines are here to provide
direction on how to use the visual identity
and have been created to protect the
integrity of this visual identity.

PMS
Process Blue

C100 M0
Y0 K5

To help you towards delivering your
resource efficiency targets and have the
greatest impact to help your customers
and colleagues to become more aware of
recycling, we offer free support and licensed
use of the Metal Recycles Forever Mark.
Recycles Forever Mark - Black and white out version

Metal Recycles Forever Visual Identity Off Pack Guidelines

The Metal Recycles Forever Initiative

Visual Identity
Off-pack application
guidelines

Metals such as aluminium (Al) and
iron (Fe) are elements and so cannot
be destroyed. In the case of metals,
it is the product application, such as
a can, car or plane for example that
reaches the end of its useful life,
not the material.
The metal from which the product
applications have been formed remains
as a permanently available material
resource to be used again and again
by recycling.

The Metal Recycles Forever visual identity
symbolises the enduring environmental benefit
of metal being infinitely recyclable with no loss
of quality. The visual identity gently reminds
and nudges consumers to sort and recycle
their metal packaging in order to make the
material available for the next metal product,
offsetting the need to use primary material
in an increasingly resource and energy
constrained world.

Consumers increasingly want to engage with
and participate in the circular economy and
will expect brands, societies and institutions
to play their part.
This visual identity demonstrates to the
consumer that the brand has chosen a
packaging material that is fully able to
participate in the recycling economy.

Application

These guidelines give an overview of how the
Recycles Forever visual identity must be used for
off-pack applications.
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This section provides an overview of how and where
to place the Recycles Forever Mark.

Metal Recycles Forever Visual Identity Off Pack Guidelines

Download: www.metalpackagingeurope.org/RecyclesMark
Metal Packaging Europe © 2014

Trade endorsement

04

07

A new approach
Engaging consumers

A unique material with unique resource
efficient properties

Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
- Unique resource efficient properties
- Infinitely recycled with no loss of quality
- Recycling infrastructure across Europe

Metal Packaging Europe

“Water follows an endless
cycle; from sea to sky, rain to
stream, river to sea. A closed
loop of nature, recycling one
of the Earth’s most precious
resources. Returning with no
loss of quality at each cycle”.

Wouldn’t it be amazing if industry could recycle and reuse its
precious resources over and over again, in a virtuous cycle of
true sustainability?
With metal packaging that vision is a reality today.
28
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A new approach

Infinitely recycled with no loss of quality

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
- Unique resource efficient properties
- Infinitely recycled with no loss of quality
- Recycling infrastructure across Europe

Metal Packaging Europe

Metals such as Aluminium (Al) and Iron (Fe) are elements and so
cannot be destroyed.
In the case of metal packaging, it is the product application
that reaches the end of its useful life, not the material.
The metal from which the product applications have been
formed remains as a permanently available material
resource to be used again and again by recycling.
The elemental properties of metal mean that it can be
infinitely recycled with no loss of quality.
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A new approach

Advanced recycling infrastructure across Europe

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
- Unique resource efficient properties
- Infinitely recycled with no loss of quality
- Recycling infrastructure across Europe

In-Home
Reprocessing

Metal Packaging Europe

Out-of-Home
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Capacity already exists to recycle
every piece of metal packaging
across Europe

A new approach
Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe
- A strong and influential coalition
- A resource efficient future
- Solutions that make a real difference
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A new approach

A strong and influential coalition

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe

Metal Packaging Europe uniquely represents all parties in our supply chain
and was created because we believe we can contribute more effectively to
sustainable development and resource efficiency as a unified sector.

- A strong and influential coalition
- A resource efficient future
- Solutions that make a real difference

85bn units annually
4 units consumed weekly
by every EU citizen
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A new approach

A vision for a resource efficient future

Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry
Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe
- A strong and influential coalition

Our vision is to establish metal packaging
as a recognized and valuable contributor
to a resource efficient Europe.

- A resource efficient future
- Solutions that make a real difference
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Our mission is to ensure that no metal
packaging should go to landfill and
100% of metal packaging is recycled,
permanently.

A new approach
Engaging consumers
Activation across the industry

Solutions that make a real difference
Delivering the scale of change required is only possible
if we act together.

Activation across consumer brands
Metals permanent story
Metal Packaging Europe
- A strong and influential coalition
- A resource efficient future
- Solutions that make a real difference

Use our planets resources
in the most efficient and
accountable way possible.

Raise awareness of the
100% recycling potential
of metal packaging.
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Advocate the concept of
permanent material in
the context of resource
efficiency.

Call on all stakeholders,
policy-makers legislators
to work together to realise
the potential of a true
recycling society.

